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The est imation of mean number of points v is i ted by animals of par-
ticular population w a s performed for three species of small rodents: 
Apodemus flavicollis, Apodemus agrarius and Clethrionomys glareolus, 
basing on the assumption of the probabil ist ic model of sequence in 
vis i t ing trapping points set out on the home range of individual spec -
imens. The assumption of probabil ist ic model a l lowed to es t imate the 
mean number of v is i t ing points, basing merely on 2 or more captures 
of individuals. In result it w a s establ ished that the mean number of 
vis i t ing points does not change regularly in t ime of habitat ion on de-
f inite area, however the identity of points changes. It has been s h o w n 
that the probabil ist ic model for v is i t ing the trapping points is use fu l 
as a starting hipothesis for analysis of the course of vis i t ing in smal l 
rodents. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

If we will establish the live-trap points or some other registering 
appliances in a certain defined pattern, covering particular home range 
of the individual of given small mammal species, the points may be vi-
sited by this individual according to one of the following ways: 

(1) By chance, i. e., the probability of the individual visiting each of 
all visited by it points is the same, 

(2) Not by chance, and then the probability of visiting particular 
points by the individual is different, at which: (a) certain points pre-
ferred by this individual are visited more often, others more seldom; 
(b) the individual after visiting one particular point prefers to visit 
another new point the next time. 

Of course, we could presuppose many other more complicated models 
concerning the sequence of visits made by the individual in its home 
range. Presented above three models as the simplest appear to be good 
basis for the analysis of this problem. 

In given population the realization by chance sequence of points vi-
siting by individuals allows for the statistical estimation of the number 
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of visited points even if the number of information concerning parti-
cular points is very limited. We can easily assume theoretically that the 
more mobile species will visit the points of registration differently than 
less mobile ones, and the individuals walking certain well defined paths 
otherwise than those moving at random on the whole home range etc. 

Decisive influence on the way of visiting the points may have envi-
ronmental conditions such as: microclimatic, nutritional, close neigh-
bourhood of the individuals of the same or other species, the degree of 
coincidence in their home ranges or the place of particular individuals 
in the dominant structure of population, and such. 

Finally, the method of trapping applied may be of the first importance 
for the sequence of visiting the points. For example strong psychological 
shocks connected with the registration at a particular point may frighten 
the animal and prevent its return, or otherwise the strong attraction of 
the bait will cause the animal to visit points nearest its nesting place 
repeatedly. 

The individuals of given population will thus realize one of above 
mentioned models of visiting the points situated on their home range 
depending upon: 1) ecology of the particular species, 2) ecological situa-
tion of investigated population in the broad sense (environment, inter- 
population relations) and 3) the method of registration. 

Therefore establishing if the sequence of visited points occurs by 
chance or not by chance will provide not only the methodological pointer 
concerning the way of data elaboration, but as well will characterize 
the ecological situation of given population and its changes. 

Various authors have tried to determine the size of the individual's 
home range taking into consideration the number of registration points 
visited. This method however has met with much criticism ( H o w a r d , 
1949; B l a i r , 1951; S o l d a t o v a , 1963 and others). In the present 
paper we will not concern ourselves with this problem, but we will try 
to estimate the number of visiting points basing on limited number of 
registered visits by particular individuals. As well we will attempt to 
determine which one of described above three patterns of visiting 
sequence has been realized by particular populations of three species 
of small forest rodents: Apodemus flavicollis ( M e l c h i o r , 1834), Apo- 
demus agrarius ( P a l l a s , 1771) and Clethrionomys glareolus (S c h r e- 
b e r , 1780). 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Present investigation was carried out on rodents l ive-trapped continously during 
6 years (1955—1961) on the forest area of 3 ha. The traps were set checkerwise on 
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investigated area at 14 X 14 m interwals (10 rows of 15 traps each). Trapping was 
performed once weekly and the traps were checked twice in 24 hours. Each trapped 
rodent was marked with a particular number and then released. 

During investigation period 3111 animals were captured and the total of re-
gistered visits has reached 10054. Only the results concerning specimens trapped 
more then once were used in the present elaboration. 

More detailed description of methods and the analysis of trapping intensity, 
migrations and population dynamics for particular species were presented in the 
publication by A n d r z e j e w s k i (1963). 

III. RESULTS 

If a given individual was captured for the first time at a given point, 
it has indicated the first of all visited by it points. The second registra-
tion may have occurred at a different point, that the first one and thus 
the individual revealed the second of visited by it points, or the second 
capture happened at the same point, and no new point was revealed. 

Similar situation will occur when given individual will be trapped 
for the third time. Then four possibilities will have to be taken under 
consideration. If the individual in the first two registrations has revealed 
two points then: (1) at the third one it may have registered at a new 
third point and so has revealed three of all visited by it points, or (2) the 
individual has registered at one of the two points disclosed previously, 
and the number of revealed by it points remains two. However if the 
individual after first two captures, revealed only one point there will 
develope two eventualities: (3) the individual at the third visit has been 
captured at a new point in relation to the point where it was caught two 
times previously (quantitatively we have an analogous situation to the 
(2), after three visits two points revealed) and at last (4) the individual 
visited for the third time the same point and after three visits it still 
has only one point revealed. 

Similar computation may be made for the fourth, fifth and so on re-
gistered visits. As an example table 1 and 2 show the distribution of the 
number of points revealed by individuals of Apodemus agrarius up to 
and including successive captures with division into sexes. 

At the applied method of trapping the frequency of captures for parti-
cular species is more or less constant and the length of residency of 
individuals on investigated area has an exponential distribution (A n-
d r z e j e w s k i & W i e r z b o w s k a , 1961; A n d r z e j e w s k i , 1963).  
Therefore the number of individuals with the high number of registered 
visits decreases along with increasing number of trappings. 

Presently the mean number of revealed points after 2, 3, 4, etc. 
captures by animals of determined sex and species (Table 3) were com-
puted. If we assume that the animals visit the points at random then, 
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Table 1. 

Distribution of number of traps »revealed« by females A. agrarius 
n — number of captures of the rodent; Nn — number of rodents, 

\ a  
3 \ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

1 40 5 -

2 251 72 15 3 2 

3 •>52 80 31 12 7 3 

11 77 72 34 20 12 7 9 2 2 1 

5 33 53 33 14 12 9 4 4 1 1 1 1 

6 19 34 29 16 10 10 4 5 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 -

7 8 18 27 20 14 9 5 7 6 4 2 1 1 1 2 2 

e 3 7 15 14 12 7 4 2 2 4 3 2 - - -

s 2 4 7 1 0 10 10 7 5 2 2 1 1 - -

10 2 3 4 4 7 e 7 6 6 5 3 2 

11 1 3 3 3 3 5 1 2 3 4 3 

12 ? 1 1 1 4 3 3 3 1 

13 1 - - - - - 1 3 

1* 1 1 1 - - - -

15 1 - - -

16 1 1 1 

N n 331 229 172 144 120 10 2 75 71 61 53 45 36 33 30 26 23 19 17 15 14 12 

basing on above mean, we can estimate the mean number of points (size 
of the pool) which there are inside area and changes in this number with 
successive captures. The estimation was achieved as follows: 

Let the random variable Xn represent the number of different points 
which the animal visited up to and including the n captures, r — the 
number of points which there are inside area of animal. Assuming that 
the animal visits each of the r points with equal probability p = • 
Then the probability that the rodent will reveal after n captures s dif-
ferent points [s = min (r, n)] equals: 

^n, s (—If ( - 1 )' 

Mean value of this distribution is expressed by: 

E (X J = r 

( i ) 

(2) 

Accepting in equation (2) empirically obtained mean number of points 
(S„) »revealed« by rodents up to and including the n capture as an esti-
mation of average value E(Xn), the number of points which there are 
inside area (r) was estimated. 
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from amongst all the traps present on the home ¿range, 
captured at least n times; S — number of traps »revealed«. 

23 24 23 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 33 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 

1 - - 1 1 1 1 1 1 

4 5 5 4 3 2 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1 - - 1 - - 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -

2 2 1 - 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 

- - 1 1 1 1 

- - - - - - - 1 1 1 i -

1 « - ! 

¡1 10 8 7 7 6 6 5 5 5 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

The usage of tables elaborated by W i e r z b o w s k a (1969) made it 
possible to omit the complicated and time absorbing calculations con-
nected with the multiple estimation of the number of points (f) for 
numerous means corresponding with particular successive captures of 
rodents. From these tables it is possible to read out directly the value r 
for the particular defined mean number of points visited by rodents. 

The estimated number of points visited by rodents carries two kinds 
of error: (1) Due to nonuniformity of population in relation to the number 
of points which there are inside area of animal, (2) the error as a func-
tion of 7i and Nn (Nn — the number of animals with n captures). The 
detailed description of these errors in estimation is given in the tables 
( W i e r z b o w s k a , 1969). 

Thus assuming random visiting of the points we can estimate the 
number (pool) of points which there are inside area (r) on the basis of 
at least two or more registration visits, on condition that the number of 
individuals with that number of visits will be high enough. 

On this basis the number of points f by each of investigated species 
has been estimated, taking under consideration first two captures, first 
three captures, first four captures and so on up to the number which 
is still represented by large enough number of animals (Fig. 1). 
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Results of computations show that for Clethrionomys glareolus and 
Apodemus agrarius the estimated number of visited points increases 
along with successive captures. In Apodemus flavicollis the estimated 
number of visited points is high at the beginning and then decreases up 
to 3—4th capture, to increase again as in two described above species. 
In all three species the estimated number of visited points in males is 
higher than in females in the whole analysed capture sequence. 

Next we have investigated the question if the probability of revisiting 
one of revealed points is the same in the complete trapping sequence 
of given individual. With this aim in view we have calculated how many 
mice should reveal after n captures s points, where s = 1, 2,... min (r, n). 
The probability expressed by equation (1) was multiplied by the number 
of mice with n trappings. The value of corresponding probabilities was 

Fig. 1. Estimated number of traps present on the home range of the rodent. 
n — number of captures of the rodent, f — estimator value of the number of 

traps (r) present on the rodent's nome range. 

read out from tables elaborated by W i e r z b o w s k a . Computed in 
this way number of mice was compared with the number obtained empi-
rically by means of chi-square statistics of Pearson's. Verification was 
performed at the level of significance a = 0.05. 

It was established that equal probability of revisiting the points is 
limited only to the initial period of capture sequence and that it is diffe-
rent for definite species and sexes (Fig. 2). 

Analyses described were performed on growing sequence of captures 
of individuals, analysing each time the sum of captures counting from 
the first capture of the individuals. Thus the number of revealed points 
in successive captures could have increased, and reach at its maximum 
the number of captures. 
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As it was said above the estimation of the number of visiting points 
is possible also on the basis of two successive captures or expressing it 
differently on the basis of the ratio of registered visits number realized 
by animals at the same point (h) to the number of visits realized at two 
different points (m): in given pairs series of successive captures. 

Basing on this principle the changes in the number of visiting points 
in Clethrionomys glareolus were analysed in successive captures. It was 

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 

Fig. 2. Illustration of the manner of traps visiting by rodents, 
n — number of captures realized in the period of rodent's by chance movements; 
f — estimator value of the number of traps (r) present on the rodent's home 

range, for species and sexes. 
Squares — C. glareolus, triangles — A. agrarius, circles — A. flavicollis, open — 

males, fi l led — females. 

Fig. 3. Number of traps present on the home range, estimated by means of result 
for consecutive pair captures. 

(n, n-1) — successive captures of the rodent; f — estimator value of the number 
of traps (r) present on the rodent's home range. 

done in the following way: first the number of visited points was esti-
mated basing on series of pairs of first and second captures in a given 
group of animals, then basing on series of pairs of second and third 
captures, then third and fourth and so on (Fig. 3). 

Estimated in this way number of visited points shows in successive 
captures small random deviations from a certain constant value. The 
difference in this value for females and males of investigated species is 
as noticable as in previous analyses. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

Let us analyse the course of the diagram illustrating the number of 
points which there are inside area (r) in successive captures, estimated 
on the basis of the number of points revealed up to successive capture. 

We shall consider following cases: (1) the sequence of points visiting 
occurs at random, (2) the sequence of visiting the points occurs not at 
random, and (a) certain points are preferred, (b) certain points are 
omitted at successive captures. 

Ad (1). When the animal visits the points at random and the number 
and identity of the points does not change with successive captures (also 
with the time flow), then estimation of the number of points carried out 
by means of above mentioned calculations, should stay constant, inde-
pendently of the numebr of captures on the basis of which it was cal-
culated. 

Ad (2). When the animal visits the points not at random and the num-
ber of visited points is constant and: 

(a) certain points are preferred, visited more often than others, —  
then the estimation of the number of points should decrease with suc-
cessive captures, because the animal after revealing a given point, pre-
fers to revisit it — the probability of revealing new points diminishes. 

(b) the animal after visiting a given point, prefers to visit the next 
time a different new point — then the estimation of the number of 
visited points should grow with farther captures, because the animal 
as it were strives to reveal the still unrevealed points — the probability 
of revealing new points is higher than revisiting the points already 
revealed. 

The assumption concerning the stability of the number and identity 
of points which animal visits in the same interval of time and so con-
nected to a degree with a definite period of animal's life does not have 
to be true. To the contrary the life »dynamics« of small mammals seems 
to indicate that the assumption is most probably false. 

Let's examine now two farther alternatives of variations in estimating 
the number of points (r) with growing number of captures. We can 
distinguish two cases: 

(1) When during successive captures the number of visiting points 
decreases then the number of estimated points (r) will also show the 
tendency to decrease. The distinction elaborated previously in 2a is 
nonspecific, as the decrease in the number of points (r) with successive 
captures may indicate the preference for certain points or the decrease 
in the. number of points belonging to area. However both cases are uni-
vocal to a degree, because the preference for particular points may lead 
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the animal in extreme cases to not visiting other previously visited 
points. 

(2) When during successive captures the animal increases the number 
of visiting points — (adds new visiting points or changes its home range) 
then the number of points (r) will grow along with successive captures. 
The situation is similar to 2b and so here also the above distinction is 
non specific. 

The analysis of gathered materials has shown, that with growing 
number of captures of individuals the estimated number of points which 
there are inside area increases. We can present two interpretations of 
this phenomenon: (1) that the animals avoid revisiting already revealed 
points or that (2) with successive captures the number of visiting points 
increases. It appears that the first interpretation must be rejected. The 
high trappability of rodents at the applied method of trapping and nu-
merous cases of revisiting the same point by given individual, established 
in two consecutive checkings of traps points to it. The second interpre-
tation agrees with an observation that small mammals when occupying 
given area change their home range, so that the summation of visiting 
points established in prolonged period of time gives the overestimation 
of the home range (S o 1 d a t o v a, 1963). 

From amongst the investigated species this phenomenon is best noti-
cable in Apodemus agrarius. In A. flavicollis in examined material there 
appeared certain regular changes in males as well as females, starting 
with the decreasing tendency of the number of visited points after first 
two or three captures of the individual, to the increasing tendency in 
the number of visited points after farther captures. It seems that for 
the first captures of this species, the interpretation of true decrease in 
the number of visited points should be accepted. However the highest 
number of visiting points is shown in the second capture. Therefore it 
appears that the animal revisits relatively rarely in the second capture 
the point that it has visited initially. As it concerns the first two captu-
res we may suppose that in this species the place of first capture is often 
spatially different from the place of successive captures. It should be 
noticed that the number of points visited by A. flavicollis is much higher 
than in two remaining species. 

Above conclusions were confirmed by testing how long the probability 
of visiting the pool of registration points by the animal remains the same. 
It was established that the probability osccilated in investigated ma-
terial from 3 (A. agrarius) to 10 (A. flavicollis) captures. It is difficult 
to ascertain what is the reason for such differentiation in results. 

Changes in the number of visited points during successive captures 
in case of the estimation of this number based on independent pairs will 
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occur analogically as in estimation done previously. However the ana-
lysis of material carried out, indicates in this case that in Clethrionomys 
glareolus as in A-podemus agrarius the number of visiting points does 
not change regularly with successive captures. Examined were only the 
pairs of successive captures in which the second capture occured at the 
same point as previously or at another point. It is possible to assume 
then, that the probability of capturing the same individual twice at the 
same point in succession in investigated species and at the kind of 
trapping method applied, does not change regularly for this individual 
in successive captures. 

Comparing the conclusion that rodents along with successive captures 
increase the number of visiting points if we consider this number 
counting from the first capture each time, with the conclusion that the 
number of visiting points does not change regularly with successive 
captures, and if we estimate this number on the basis of pairs of 
successive captures then it is possible to describe the changes in the 
number of visiting points during inhabitation on a particular area in 
more detail. It could be presented as a simultaneous process of visiting 
new points along with increasing number of captures of individual (so 
to a degree along with the time of residency of the individual on a parti-
cular area) and discontinuation of visiting other, previously visited 
points. These changes do not lead however to regular decrease or increase 
in the number of visiting points along with repetition of captures (and 
thus also with the time of residency on given area). 

Presented analysis does not allow for decisive conclusion, whether 
animals observed on a given area and at applied trapping method have 
preserved the at random sequence in visiting the points situated on area 
inhabited by them. This assumption however is not contrary to presented 
conclusions, and based on it model of points visiting fullfilling simple 
condition, may be considered as zero hypothesis for the analysis of the 
pattern of trapping points visiting. 

The presupposition of by chance visiting of trapping points allows to 
estimate the mean number of visited points by individual from a parti-
cular group of animals on the basis of merely two captures of each 
individual. 

Even if the estimation would be weighed with certain error, neverthe-
less it facilities the elaboration of trapping materials from short periods 
of time and allows to analyse the variability of this number for the short 
periods of time in given population as well as changes occurring during 
the life-time of individuals. 
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OCENA LICZBY PUŁAPEK ODWIEDZANYCH PRZEZ DROBNE SSAKI 
NA PODSTAWIE PROBABILISTYCZNEGO MODELU ICH ODWIEDZANIA 

Streszczenie 

Na powierzchni leśnej wielkości 3 ha śledzono poruszanie się gryzoni na pod-
stawie odłowu w żywołowne pułapki. Badaniom podlegały trzy gatunki: Clethrio-
nomys glareolus ( S c h r e b e r , 1780), Apodemus agrarius ( P a l l a s , 1771) i A. fla-
vicollis ( M e l c h i o r , 1934). Metodą badań był intensywny połów zwierząt zamiesz-
kujących badaną powierzchnię, znakowanie ich, wypuszczanie i poprzez dalsze 
połowy śledzenie dalszych ich losów. Zebrany w ten sposób materiał posłużył do 
oceny punktów połowu (r) znajdujących się w obrębie poszukiwanego areału. Oce-
ny dokonano poprzez analizę rozkładu liczby różnych punktów w które gryzoń 
złowił się w ciągu n kolejnych złowień. Zakładamy, że areał ma wyraźne granice, 
oraz, że prawdopodobieństwo złowienia w każdy punkt połowu jest jednakowe 
i wynosi r. Wówczas funkcja rozkładu prawdopodobieństwa analizowanej zmien-
nej jest dana przy pomocy wzoru (1) ze średnią w g wzoru (2). Empiryczny rozkład 
liczby „ujawnionych" punktów do n-tego złowienia włącznie z podziałem na ga-
tunki i płeć dane są w tablicach 1—3. 
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Przyjmując empirycznie otrzymaną średnią liczbę różnych punktów, które gry-
zoń „ujawnił" do n-tego złowienia, jako oszacowanie wartości przeciętnej z rów-
nania (2), otrzymujemy oszacowanie liczby pułapek (r), poprzez rozwiązanie rów-
nania (2) przy określonym n. 

Dokonane wyliczenia wykazują, że jednakowe prawdopodobieństwo ponownego 
odwiedzenia punktów jest ograniczone do pierwszych kilku złowień, przy czym 
liczba złowień jest różna u różnych gatunków i płci (Ryc. 2). Ponadto, zarówno 
dla samic jak i samców u Clethrionomys glareolus jak i u Apodemus agrarius 
oszacowana liczba odwiedzanych punktów rośnie w miarę kolejnych złowień. 
U A. flavicollis oszacowana liczba odwiedzanych punktów ma początkowo wartość 
wysoką, następnie spada do złowienia 3—4, by następnie wzrastać podobnie jak 
u pozostałych gatunków (Ryc. 1). U wszystkich trzech gatunków oszacowana liczba 
odwiedzanych punktów jest wyższa u samców niż u samic na przestrzeni całego 
analizowanego okresu czasu. 


